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i'd like to see 50 cent (and the rest of g-unit) come back and make an album with someone who can write a song like 'tears of a clown,' but that's
a discussion for another day. 'wanna get to know you' is the standout song, and the rest of the album is pretty solid. it was a critical and

commercial success, and 50's dominance of rap at the time was cemented. he was the star of the show, and for a while it was pretty clear who
was top dog, but 50 and lloyd were on a collision course. my favorite record on the album is the one with a heartfelt message of unity: 'get by'.

my favorite song in the entire g-unit catalog is the first single, 'poppin' them thangs.' one of the best, most honest songs in the entire rap canon,
and a reminder of how good 50 is. the only thing that could have made this album better would be some of those more in-depth songs 50 began
recording on his own. 'tears of a clown', 'i get money', and 'my life' are among his best, but they only appeared on the albums b-sides. hopefully
they will appear on the big picture. 50 cent and g-unit's debut beg for mercy, produced by dr. dre, p. diddy and dj quik, is the gift that keeps on

giving. in the near future, we'll have eminem (at least when he's not busy struggling through mockingbird), dmx (if he ever does anything besides
music), mos def (if he ever does anything besides music), and drake (if he ever does anything besides music). 50 cent and g-unit are at the

forefront of hip-hop's current resurgence. it's no longer safe for the cool kids to hide under their bedsheets and wait for their parents to get home.
50 cent and g-unit are here, on the streets, kicking ass and taking names. their music can be a little rough around the edges, but that's to be

expected when a rapper has g-unit and 50 cents in the name.
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those who have never been
exposed to gangster rap may

find beg for mercy a bit
difficult to follow. if you get in
to it and pay attention, you'll

find that 50 is a very good
rapper. he's been compared
to a number of greats, from

nas to ice cube. and while he
doesn't do anything new, his
delivery is incredibly smooth
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and easy to follow. the record
has more of a west coast feel,

with a lot of dope samples
and the likes of timbaland,

missy elliott, and even dr. dre.
the real reason they hang out
in barbershops, however, isn't
to spend time with their peers
and friends. their true purpose
is to relax and work on their

rhymes. the g-unit crew is one
of the most successful and
most influential in hip-hop,
and every member of the
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group has released at least
one album. 50 cent has had
the most success. the g-unit

ringleader is 50 cent, or curtis
jackson iii, and he is the one
who brought the rest of the
crew together, including his

childhood friends lloyd banks
and tony yayo. banks is the
more mellow of the group,
and he is the album's chief

lyricist. he shows up with his
smooth voice and his girl-

friend vibe. young buck is a
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dude who does his thing. he's
more than just a hype man --
he's a battle rapper. he's a bit

of a hustler, too. he's got a
friend in jay z who helps him
out. young buck has a gift for
writing goofy rhymes, and on
beg for mercy he even tries
his hand at pop, while still

tossing up wise-ass one-liners.
the album opens up with a

cover of jay-z's "can i get a..",
which is a nice spot for 50 to
prove that he's still got it. he
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goes on to answer his own
question with a few bars of his
"in da club" and a little "made

it" (which he later steals in
"my own way"). now he's in

the mood to ball, and he
delivers a high-energy set of
lyrics, which include the word
"kush" which, as far as i know,
doesn't mean anything in the

context of rap. but he
definitely wants you to believe

it does. 5ec8ef588b
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